The eigenvectors of Gaudin model related to the orthosymplectic Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) are constructed by algebraic Bethe Ansatz. The corresponding creation operators are defined by recurrent relations, explicit solution of which is found. Correlation function evaluation is discussed.
Introduction
Classifying integrable systems solvable in the framework of the quantum inverse scattering method [1, 2] by underlying dynamical symmetry algebras, one could say that the Gaudin models are the simplest ones being related with loop algebras and classical r-matrices (other groups of solvable models correspond to Yangians, quantum affine algebras, elliptic quantum groups, etc).
Gaudin models [3, 4] are related with classical r-matrices, and density of Gaudin hamiltonians
coincides with the r-matrix. Condition of their commutativity [H (i) , H (j) ] is nothing else but classical Yang-Baxter equation (YBE). The Gaudin models corresponding to classical r-matrices of simple Lie algebras were studied in many papers (see [4] - [9] and references therein).
There are additional peculiarities due to Z 2 -grading considering classical r-matrices corresponding to Lie superalgebras. The study of the osp(1|2) invariant Gaudin model corresponding to the simplest non-trivial super-case of the osp(1|2) invariant r-matrix [10] , was started in [11] . The spectrum of the osp(1|2) invariant Gaudin hamiltonians H (j) was found, antisymmetry property of their eigenstates was claimed, and a two side model was connected with some physically interesting one (a Dicke model).
In our paper a set of B-operators inside the Borel subalgebra of the loop superalgebra L(osp(1|2)) for the osp(1|2) invariant Gaudin model is introduced by recurrent relations. These operators acting on lowest spin vector (bare vacuum) generate exact eigenstates, the Bethe vectors (B-vectors), of the Gaudin hamiltonians H (j) , provided Bethe equations on the parameters of these states are satisfied. These recurrent relations for the B-operators are solved explicitly, and the commutation relations of the B-operators with the generators of the global superalgerba osp(1|2) ⊂ L(osp(1|2)) and with generators of the Cartan subalgebra of the loop superalgebra are found. As it is usual for quantum invariant models [12] we prove that the constructed states are lowest spin vectors. It is found that the spectrum of the osp(1|2) invariant Gaudin hamiltonians of spin s coincides with the spectrum of the sl(2) invariant Gaudin hamiltonians of the integer spin 2s.
Connections of the B-states (without Bethe equation restriction on their parameters) of the Gaudin models (GM) for simple Lie algebras with solutions of the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations were established in papers [8] , [9] . The explanation of this connection in the latter paper was related with Wakimoto modules at critical level of underlying affine/Kac-Moody algebra. The explicit form of Bethe vectors was given in both papers in the coordinate representation. The coordinate Bethe Ansatz for the B-states of the osp(1|2) GM is obtained in our paper as well. Further applications of the explicitly constructed B-states can be done according to interrelation of the KZ equation and a quantization of the Schlesinger systems of isomonodromy deformation [13] .
The norm and correlation functions of the sl(2) invariant Gaudin model were discussed using Gauss factorization and Riemann-Hilbert problem in [6] . Looking forward these items in our case we propose a formula similar to the sl(2) GM for the norm and scalar products of the Bethe states. 
where the standard notation of the quantum inverse scattering method (QISM) [1, 2] are used to denote spaces V j , j = 1, 2, 3 on which corresponding Rmatrices R ij , ij = 12, 13, 23 act non-trivially. However some relations are simplified in this quasi-classical limit
and can be solved explicitly giving more detailed result for the model.
Let us start with a fundamental solution to the graded YBE [2] , which defers from (2) by some sign factors due to the embedding of R-matrix into
The solution we are looking for is osp(1|2) invariant one. This Lie superalgebra has rank one and its dimension is five: three even generators h, X + , X − and two odd v + , v − [14] , with (graded) commutation relations (CR) (
The generators h and v ± of (3) are differ by factor 2 from the ones used in [14, 10] . The Casimir element is
For further comparison with sl(2) GM, and due to the chosen set of generators (3) we parameterize the finite dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) V (l) of the osp(1|2) Lie superalgebra by integer l, so that their dimension 2l+1 and the value of the Casimir element (4) c 2 = l(l + 1) coincide with the same characteristics of the integer spin l irreps of sl(2).
Let us write down the osp(1|2)-invariant solution of the graded YBE and main data of the corresponding quantum spin system: the L-operator, the transfer matrix t(λ), the eigenvalue of the generating function of the integral of motion t(λ) and the Bethe equations.
The fundamental irrep V of osp(1|2) is three dimensional. We fix gradation of the basis vectors e j ; j = 1, 2, 3 as (0, 1, 0).
The invariant R-matrix is a linear combination [10]
acting on V ⊗ V : identity I, permutation P and a rank one projector K. In (5) λ is the spectral parameter, and η is a quasi-classical parameter.
The L-operator of the quantum spin system on one-dimensional lattice with N sites coincides with R-matrix acting in a tensor product V 0 ⊗ V j of auxiliary space V 0 and the space of states at site j (= 1, 2, . . . N)
where z j is a parameter of inhomogeneity (site dependence). The corresponding monodromy T -matrix is ordered product of the L-operators
The commutation relations of the T -matrix entries follow form the FRTrelation [1]
Multiplying (8) by R −1 12 and taken the super-trace over V 1 ⊗ V 2 , one gets commutativity of the transfer matrix
for different values of the spectral parameter t(λ)t(µ) = t(µ)t(λ) .
The choice of the L-operators (6) corresponds to the space of states of the osp-spin system as follows
The eigenvalue of the transfer matrix t(λ) in this space is [10, 16] 
where α
Although according to (10) the eigenvalue has formally two sets of poles at λ = µ j − η/2 and λ = µ j − η, the corresponding residues are zero due to the Bethe equations [10] N a=1
The osp(1|2) invariant R-matrix (5) has more complicated structure than the Yang sl(2) invariant R-matrix R = λI + ηP. As a consequence the CR of entries T ij (λ) of the T -matrix (7) are more complicated and construction of the eigenstates of the transfer matrix t(λ) by the algebraic Bethe Ansatz can be done using creation operators B M (µ 1 , . . . , µ M ) expressed in terms of T ij (µ k ) only by a complicated recurrent relation [15] (see also [16] for the case of osp(1|2)). It will be shown below that due to a simplification of this relation in the limit η → 0 one can solve it and find the creation operators for the osp(1|2) Gaudin model explicitly.
Matrix form ofr in the fundamental representation π of osp(1|2) follows from (13) substituting appropriate 3 × 3 matrices instead of the osp(1|2) generators (3) [14] and taking into account Z 2 -graded tensor product of even and odd matrices or as a linear term in η from the expansion of (5)
where P is the graded permutation matrix and K is a rank one projector. 
Both sides of this relation have usual commutators of even 9 × 9 matrices L 1 (λ) = L(λ) ⊗ I 3 , L 2 (µ) = I 3 ⊗ L(µ) and r 12 (λ − µ), where I 3 is 3 × 3 unit matrix and L(λ) has loop superalgebra valued entries:
The compact matrix relation (14) in terms of the entries h(λ), v ± (µ), X ± (ν) is a set of CR
which reproduce (3) for spectral parameter depending generators with a substitution in the R.H.S. a finite difference
instead of a generator −Y . These CR (16) define positive part L + (osp(1|2)) of the loop algebra. The usual generators Y n of a loop algebra parameterized by non-negative integer, are obtained from Y (λ) as
In particular, taking all Y n = 0 for n > 0 one gets an L-operator L(λ) = L 0 /λ, where L 0 is osp(1|2)-valued matrix. This L 0 similar to r(λ) satisfies cubic characteristic equation. A Gaudin realization of the loop algebra (16) is given by generators
where Y n are osp(1|2) generators in irrep V n associated with each site n [3, 4] . Then the L-operator (15) has the form
and {z j } N 1 are parameters of the model (cf (6), (7)). Fixing dynamical symmetry algebra L + (osp(1|2)) or algebra of observables, one has to chose a Hamiltonian to fix a dynamical system. It is well known that due to the r-matrix relation (14) (Sklyanin linear brackets) the elements
commute for different values of the spectral parameter t(λ)t(µ) = t(µ)t(λ) . Hence, t(λ) can be taken as a generating function of integrals of motion. The element t(λ) has the following CR with X + (µ) and v + (µ)
Preserving some generality the representation space H ph of the dynamical algebra can be taken as a lowest spin ρ(λ) representation with the lowest spin vector Ω − :
In the case of the Gaudin realization (19) taken irreps V (ln) n of osp(1|2) spin l n with the lowest spin vectors ω n : v − n ω n = 0, one has
It is a common place in the theory of Gaudin models [3, 4, 5] that Gaudin hamiltonians
To construct the set of eigenstates of the function t(λ) we have to introduce appropriate creation operators. Opposite to the case of the sl(2) Gaudin model they do not coincide with one of the L-matrix entry X + (λ) or v + (µ), but are complicated functions of these entries.
The recurrent relation One can apply this operator to an ordered product M j=1 v + (µ j ) few times up to [M/2]. Using this operator we get the solution of the recurrent relation (24)
Now using the creation operators B M and CR (21), (22), we can find the eigenvalue of the generating function t(λ) with eigenvector
Choosing the lowest spin vector Ω − , which is eigenvector of t(λ) due to (20) and (23)
provided the Bethe equations for the quasimomenta µ k are satisfied
These equations coincide with sl(2) Bethe equations as well as the eigenvalue, hence the spectrum of osp(1|2) Gaudin model with spins l n coincides with sl(2) case for integer spins (cf. an analogous observation for partition functions of corresponding anisotropic vertex models in [17] ). The CR of the global generator v − (27) are simplified on the vector Ω − due to the Bethe equations (33), hence Ψ M is a lowest spin vector too v − Ψ M = 0 as in the sl(2)-case [12] .
The expression of the eigenvector of a solvable model in terms of local variables parameterized by sites of the chain or space coordinates is known as coordinate Bethe Ansatz. Using realization of the GM generators (18) v
one can get the coordinate representation of the B-operators:
The first sum is taken over partitions π of the set (1, 2, . . . , ..., M) into subsets I a , a = (1, 2, . . . , ..., N) including empty subsets. Corresponding subset of (µ k ; k ∈ I a ) is entering into the scalar function
where n = n a is the cardinality |I a | of I a . Hence the second sum in the coordinate representation of B M is taken over permutation group S na including the sign of the permutation σ (even +1 or odd -1), and ϕ (σ)
This coordinate representation is completely similar to the representations obtained in [8, 9] for the case of GM related to simple Lie algebras. The Z 2 -grading results in extra sings, and complicated structure of B Moperators (for the sl(2)-GM they are just products of B 1 -operators B 1 (µ j ) ) is connected with the fact that (v + j ) 2 = 0 while v + j , v + k , j = k anticommute.
Conclusion
As was pointed out in the Introduction the Gaudin model Bethe vectors without Bethe equation restriction on quasimomenta can be used to construct solution of the KZ equation, defining correlators of corresponding conformal field theory (in our case super-conformal field theory). It is well known that Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) is a finite dimensional subalgebra of super-Virasoro algebra (the Neveu-Schwarz sector). Hence the Ψ-vectors (30) are useful for a description of super-conformal correlators. Adding to the L-operator a constant term gh and/or a matrix L(λ) constructed from oscillator and fermionic oscillator [4, 5, 11] , one arrives to models of Dicke type with corresponding changes in hamiltonian and Bethe equations. The GM correlators require knowledge of the B-vector norms and their scalar products (without Bethe equation restriction). We found e.g. for M = 2, expression very similar to the sl(2)-GM (cf [4, 6] )
where M constructed from ρ and {µ j }, {ν j } like in the sl(2)-case, M σ means transposition of parameters ν j → ν σ(j) , and the minus sign is a characteristic feature of our osp(1|2)-case. Further study of this interesting issue and found similarity will be a subject of a forthcoming paper. (During the preparation of this paper we learned that a relation of solution to the osp(1|2) Gaudin model to the corresponding KZ equation was discussed also in a recent preprint [18] .)
